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Studier i 1600-Talets Svenska. Anteckningar af Elof Hell 

quist. Skrifter utgifna af K. humanistiska Vetenskaps 
Samfundet i Uppsala, vu, 6. Pp. iv, 232. 

In many respects the seventeenth century forms a transition 

period in the development of the Swedish language, particularly on 

the side of grammatical forms. Earlier characteristics yield more 

and more to new forms so that at the close of the century the 

language presents a much more modern aspect. While, however, 

many features that are characteristic of present Swedish become 

fully developed during this period their beginnings may be traced 
much farther back, so that we cannot here any more than elsewhere 

draw any hard and fast line between the old and the new. The 
author regards 1680 an important landmark in the spoken 
language 

' ' 
for in the writers that appear at this time, who repre 

sent closely the spoken language, we observe that many new forms 
are found to have become fully established. 

' ' 
However the irregu 

larities that strike one in a superficial acquaintance with seventeenth 

century Swedish are often more apparent than real. Thus the 

gradation series of the strong verbs remain much the same 

throughout the whole century. The general style of a writer has 
an important bearing upon the question. What Hellquist calls 
"historical normal prose" of the middle of the century exhibits a 

regularity of form that is not much inferior to the language of the 
modern historians. Frequently normal prose shows such inflexional 

endings as verb-forms in -om and definite nouns in -sens. These 

are however actually archaistic at the time, for their use rests on a 

clear effort to give the style a more solemn tone. Further such 

antiquated endings belong sometimes to certain words, showing that 
here real archaisms are present, expressions inherited from a 

bygone 
form of speech ; they are not living paradigmatic forms. Indi 
vidual choice is also to be reckoned with. Stjernhjelm' s efforts to 
revive older words and endings1 are well-known. We also know 

that writers such as Columbus did not hesitate to draw freely from 
the lower strata of the language and from local dialects.2 On the 

1 
Cf. Aasen's form of the Norwegian Landsmaal. 

2 
Similarly, though to a less extent, Henrik Wergeland in Norway in the* 

thirties of the last century. 
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other hand Girs, for example, wrote in the most correct and uniform 

High Swedish. Between these two classes stand a number of 

dramatic writers, whose works in general picture the more dignified 

spoken language of the time, as Messenius, Brasch and Chronander. 

A grammar of seventeenth century Swedish must take account of 

all these factors. As an attempt in this direction the author has set 

apart for treatment in a separate chapter those phenomena, which 

belong exclusively or chiefly to the spoken language. 
The present survey of the language is based upon notes gathered 

in the author's extensive reading in especially the dramatic 

literature of the seventeenth century. Mr. Hellquist has for a 

number of years been engaged in a study of the dramas of Mes 

senius with a view to preparing 
a 

monograph 
on their language. 

The completion of that monograph having been interrupted the 

collections made for that have in part been embodied in part in of 

the present work, pages 99-232. Part i "Str?dda spr?kliga 

anteckningar till 1600-talets kulturhistora, 
" 

pp. 10-69, and part n, 
' ' 
Anteckningar om 1600-talets talspr?k och d?rmed sammanh?n 

gande fragor," pp. 69-99, are 
presented in a more popular form, 

the material being of a nature here to appeal to a larger circle of 

readers. In the first part are discussed such subjects as formulas of 

greeting and address, 10-17 ; names of foods, drinks, festivi 

ties, etc., 17-22 ; gallantry, etc., 22-26 ; courting, 26-29 ; pro 

priety, morality, 29-31 ; nicknames, terms of abuse (in -hund, 

-hane, -bak, -mun, -are, -er, &c.), 31-41 ; forms of oaths, etc., 

41-55 ; fight?, the various terms and expressions designating hostile 

encounters,1 etc., 55-60 and finally miscellaneous formal phrases, 

turns of expression, etc., 61-69 (e. g. alia ystas i ett kar, all are 

cast in the same form ; blifva bussar, to become fast friends ; biota 

sitt sk?gg, to drink ; byta ko i varre not, b'?ra lyckan i socken, dansa 

p? rasor, det ?r ej strax guld, fast det glimmar, det ?r elak hund 

som en skall till skogen k?r a, efter loje plagar of ta komma ve, fr?nfot 
til topp [modn. Swed. fr?n topp till tti], f? en annan not att bita p? 

[modn. Swed. kn?cka'], f? en lang nasa, g? April, go a fool's 

errand, lof va rundt och h?lla tunnt, utf?ra hebreiska, perform 

marvels). 

1 
Very often figurative in nature, as sk?ra n?gon en rod kappa, to give physical 

punishment to some one. 
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The following are here noted : 

The usual greeting when persons meet is hall sail1 during the first 

half of the century corresponding to Danish hils l of the period. 
Variants are heel, var sund, war sail. These forms are also used 

when persons part (p. 10). Goddag also occurs sometimes most 

often reduplicated, but never as a farewell greeting, corresponding 
therefore to the present usage.2 Farv?l is in common use and is 
not dialectal, as generally to-day. The word does not yet form a 

compound, the verb preserving its verbal character (as sa far er nu 

w?ll och bliffver i fridh). The French adieu has already become 
established (p. 12). 

As pronoun of address ni is not found before 1600 ; it gains a 

foot-hold in the colloquial language about 1680, but nowhere occurs 
in normal prose during the whole of the century3 (p. 14. ) 

In address the possessive min was much more common than now 

in the language of daily life, as junker min, min Torsten, etc. The 
author regards this popular use of min as not unlikely due to Ger 

man influence (p. 14). In view of the rather extensive similar use 
of my in English (dialects and standard speech) it would seem to 
be perhaps also in Sweden an independent development. 

A very characteristic drinking formula corresponding to modn. 
Swed. sk?l* is g?tt ??r, through false etymology arises the form god 
t??r among the peasantry, Bellman's gut?r.6 The latest occurrence 

of g?tt ?hr is in a soldier's ballad of the year 1705 (p. 20). 
Nicknames and terms of abuse are numerous, most frequent 

naturally in the speeches of the persons representing the lower 
classes of society in the comedies but they are by no means limited 
to these. Especially numerous are compounds in -hund (as blod 

hund, fyllehund, f?hund, lathund, sn?lhund, etc.). Other expres 
sions that seem to be common are : 

pl?ssmun, stormun, a con 

siderable number of nomina agentis in -are, as grotspr?kare (boaster), 

hutlare, 'deceiver/ matljugare,prackare,* 'ragamuffin,' skvallrare> 

1 Which is also general Old Scandinavian. 
2 Cf. English good-day ! 
s 
Ljunstedt is therefore mistaken in dating it from the middle of the 16th 

century, Grunddragen af modersm?lets historia (1898), p. 168. 
4 And general Scandinavian. 
6 On which see discussion by Kock in Arkivf. n. F. 4, 178.. 
* 
Norwegian, dial, praklcar, bungler, awkward fellow?. 
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and in the old strong masculine ending -er, danker, one who loafs, 

siker, smeker, slunker, etc., etc. (pp. 32-35). Names of animals are 

frequent as derogatory designations ; besides the compounds in 

-hund, -hane and -h?k occur 
r?fver, fox, apa, ape, as, ass, best, 

beast, bock, buck, m'?rr, mare, padda, stut, stur, svin, ?k. Kona 

is used in pejorative signification in Brasck. The frequent occur 
rence of the possessive tin in such expressions has been discussed 

by Kock in Arkiv f. n. F, 16, 241, where Kock sets forth his 

theory of their origin from the accusative case. An instance in 

support of that theory is cited from Rondelitius : Jag h skall pressa 
tin f?rbannadhe narr (p. 40).1 

The abbreviated verb forms pl? (pl?ga), ta, dra, ge (gifva) ha 

(hafva), ble, bli, in fin. and pr?s, be < bedja, bin < binda, la, sa 

(sade) and ? for ?r. Of these ha and sa occur as early as 1619. 

Other contractions are : n? < n?got, b? < bade, go < goda, sku 
= skola (cf. skun I), and preterites in -a from -ade (p. 73). All 

these abbreviations are very general and have higher sanction then 

than now, except perhaps the loss of intervocalic d which seems to 

belong exclusively to dialectal speech (p. 77). 
The early Swedish tendency to drop one consonant in combina 

sions of several consonants is evidenced in : foromat (ord), jolt 

(Ijt), first (skt) and in Franst, Tysst, Danst, beest, (beeskt), skart 

(skarpt), Osg?than 
= 

?stg?tarna, etc. (p. 81 ).2 

Inorganic g due to analogy appears in stogo, stood, pr?t. pi. 

The language of the time is characterized by certain assimilations 

not permissable in the best speech of to-day. Such are 11 < Id, 
nn < nd, and ss < ds, ts, e. g., ell, gull, mill, skull, will, Man. 

brann, hann (hand), lann, strann, b?ssman, masseck (mats?ck), 

tross, plassen, Wastena (Vadstena).* In later Swedish there has 

been a reaction against this tendency, i. e. the forms with Id, nd, 

1 Which might illustrate the transition from such an expression as Jag skall 

basa tin tinjfra to Jag skall basa dig, din tjuf. The development of this use of 

the possessive does not yet seem entirely settled. 
* Cf. the same loss of consonants in Old Norse as in sysken < systken ( Kahle, 

Altisl. Elementarb. ?233), or fosyster <fostsyster, brixle^briglSsli (Noreen, 
Altisl. Altn. Qr. 3d ed. ? 281, 10). 

8 This last case would, I suppose, be explainable also as simplification of 

consonant combinations, the more so as the first vowel was short. 
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etc., in higher speech are to a certain extent spelling-pronunciations 
due to conservative written forms. 

There is evidenced in the modern Scandinavian languages a 

tendency to form genitives of pronominal datives, especially in the 

plural. Such a form is hvems (Norw. and Swed. literary and 

diall. ), which goes back to the 18th century in Swedish. In the 

17th century appear also the forms doms, domseses,1 hwilkoms and 

m?ngoms (p. 91). 
The pronominal forms du and dig prevail over tu and tin after 

1680 (p. 75). 
In the colloquial language the postfixed definite article occurs 

extensively with family names usually designating familiarity or 
that the person so designated is well-known, as Borgen for Borg, 
Tammen, Malmen, Wulffen, Holmen. The practice is found more 

particularly in monosyllabic names. In compounds the suffix is 
found especially with names 

ending in -blom, -bock, -dal, -fors, 

-kvist, -ros, -skog, -stedt, and -str?m rarely those in -berg, -gren, 
-man and -el, -er, -or, etc., for ex. This practice 

was more 

general than to-day and not as to-day limited to dialectal speech. 
It may be noted that this practice is characteristic of all Scandina 
vian dialects to-day with the same semasiological function that we 
observe in 17th century Swedish. The author discusses more in 
detail phonological questions, pp. 99-126, inflexions, pp. 126-168, 
syntax, pp. 169-218, word-formation, pp. 219-222, lexicography, 
pp. 222-232. 

Altogether the work forms a most valuable contribution to this 

very interesting period in the history of Swedish speech. 

George T. Flom. 
University op Iowa. 

1 
These are also East Norwegian to-day ; they are not found in West 

Norwegian. Norwegian dialects employ these forms more in the singular than 
Swedish. 
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